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Abstract
Misunderstandings related to "meta" often cause serious problems in systems engineering. This paper attempts to elucidate some of those misunderstandings, particularly as they apply to systems architectures. It examines how standards can provide discipline and clarity, suggesting how standards themselves must be done without falling into similar "meta" traps.
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1. Introduction
A significant barrier to understanding the place of architecture in systems engineering is a massive confusion concerning levels of abstraction with respect to the systems and enterprises we construct. Our focus is on issues of "meta" -- the word itself and how we think about and talk about the various levels of abstraction -- in systems engineering. While "meta-ness" is but one of many issues in systems engineering and architecture, it is the least understood and hence mostly likely to cause difficulties.

Substantial progress on the harmonization of International Standards related to the architecture of enterprises and systems is dependent upon a clear understanding of abstract models and "meta" representations.

The impact of confusion about and with meta-levels is especially strong in systems architecture and information systems because both deal with things of the mind and "meta" is entirely a mental construction. System and enterprise modeling is abstraction and "meta" characterizes kinds of abstraction. Hence understanding "meta-ness" clarifies both models and modeling, avoiding the meta-skew which happens when abstraction levels are confounded.

2. The "meta-" term
The dictionary gives several definitions of the prefix "meta-", the relevant one being "more comprehensive, transcending -- used with the name of a discipline to designate a new but related discipline designed to deal critically with the original one (meta-mathematics)."(Webster's, 2008) A more syntactic definition is "A prefix meaning one level of description higher".(Howe, 2008) In the original Greek, "meta-" meant "behind" or "after", as in the anatomical term "metacarpal". The current use arose because Metaphysics came after Physics in Aristotle's work.

"Meta-" is relative (an order relationship), not a property. This is validated by the occurrence of phrases such as "meta-meta-data". When used with a single term, "meta-" is reflective,
with a sense of "about-ness". Thus "meta-X" means "X about X"; meta-data is data about data, meta-language is language about language, and meta-models are models about models.

"Meta-" often has a sense of abstraction. This is related to the fact that reflection often involves abstraction. Thus a meta-model is an abstraction of a family of models.

There are three distinct scales which are sometimes thought of as the "meta-" relationship:

- **Abstraction**: abstract ↔ concrete
- **Generalization**: general ↔ particular
- **Detail**: course ↔ detail

These three scales are named by one of their extremes; that this name is the top extreme for the first two and is the bottom for the last indicates that we most commonly "look up" Abstraction and Generalization while we "look down" Detail. The first two of these scales are valid expressions of meta-ness while the last is not. In particular, the "meta-" relationship is always many to many, while Detail is always one to many (through decomposition).

Moving to a more abstract meta-level increases uncertainty but decreases volatility, or alternatively stated, increasing the meta-level decreases concreteness but increases stability.

The use "meta" in the vernacular deserves consideration (which cannot fit here) since this usage is at least partially responsible for "meta-" related confusions.

### 3. Meta-data

Meta-data is a realm particularly rich in issues of "meta-ness". Thus we focus on this realm in our attempt to understand these issues, with the caution that this is only an exemplar and not necessarily the most important source of meta-ness issues.

Meta-data, as noted above, is data about data. There are different ways in which this "about-ness" may happen: data about the occurrence and use of data, about the concepts in data, or about the structure and representation of data. Thus there are three kinds of meta-data. An example of the first kind is the "Dublin Core", the most widely used meta-data standard, which came from the library community and specifies important characteristics of documents, such as creator and publisher. In Geographic Information Systems, meta-data originally recorded the time and means of gathering the data, but sloppy use now characterizes any ancillary data as meta-data. The third kind is most commonly "relational meta-data", the table and attribute names of a relational database. The middle kind is where "meta-" as abstraction and meta as "about-ness" coincide and where meta-data transitions into the data model. These three tiers mirror the ANSI/SPARC hierarchy (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Kinds of Meta-data](Parallel ANSI/SPARC Categories)
4. Meta-models, architectures, & frameworks

System architectures are of course about architecting systems, while frameworks are about architecting the architecture of systems. Thus framework is meta to architecture in the context of a realized system. Architecture is constructed from models and the meta-models are the major components of the corresponding framework.

Good architecture localizes uncertainty by articulating the relationships between form and function. An architectural framework provides containment for artifacts, and implicitly meta-relationships.

The architecture/design distinction is relative, like up/down, not like top/bottom. This suggests that architecture is therefore "meta-" to design: architecture is certainly over design in scope, and indeed we commonly use terminology such as "Gothic architecture" to characterize certain design patterns and their manifestations. An enterprise architecture is the (meta-)design for organizing a design process and capturing design artifacts.

The Entity-Relationship (ER) meta-model is itself expressible as an ER model with only three entities, titled ENTITY, RELNSHIP, and ATTRIBT (see Figure 2).

![ER Meta-Model for ER Models](image)

This Figure illustrates the reification induced by a meta-level transition, wherein model-level Relationships map to an Entity (that this Entity is named "RELNSHIP" illustrates the terminological pitfalls that line the "meta-" path). Note that IsA does not reify to a Relationship because IsA is not a first-class construct in an ER model. Such reification may retain the same structural characteristic, which is meta to both a concept and its reification. For example, in Model Driven Architecture, Model Object Facility objects are meta with respect to both Platform Independent Model (PIM) and Platform Specific Model (PSM) levels while the PIM level can be meta with respect to the PSM level.

5. "Meta-" confusions

Meta-ness is a very powerful notion, so a miss-understood "meta-" can cause powerful disruptions. This is recognized in a light-hearted manner, as "much hacker humour turns on deliberate confusion between meta-levels,"(Howe, 2008) but where there are jokes there are also serious problems.
"The most common mistake in modeling systems is mixing elements of different levels in the same model," (Bahill, 2008) for example writing a use case at a high level and a creating a class diagram at a low level. A model which mixes meta-levels, where meta-model characteristics are added to a model, is a major source of confusion because this also mixes internals and externals.

The confusion between "specialize" and "instantiate" is often a major hurdle in modeling. This confusion is cleared up by examining the meta-levels involved: specialize is same-level of abstraction while instantiate is down-level to more concrete.

\[
\text{PERSON} \rightarrow \text{EMPLOYEE} \quad \text{(specialization)}
\]

\[
\text{PERSON} \rightarrow \text{John Smith} \quad \text{(instantiation)}
\]

Transitions to meta-levels do not necessarily go in parallel. The most striking (and problematic) example here is that an information model may model both data and meta-data, but the presence of that meta-data does not make such a model a meta-model.

Another source of "meta-" confusions is merely misuse of the term. For example, a &lt;META&gt; tag in an HTML document is not a tag about tags but a tag about the document in which it resides -- "&lt;META&gt;" is really an abbreviation for "&lt;METADATA&gt;". The variety of meanings in other contexts adds further confusions.

6. Views & meta-ness

The notion of View is very general and is "meta-" (in the abstraction sense) to any model, standard, or framework. Views are an essential feature of standards. Most problems with views and meta-ness in standards occur when view considerations incorrectly span meta-levels. Views commonly appear in standards corresponding to a projection along some dimension of the underlying framework. (e.g., an information view is a projection along the WHAT interrogative in a Zachman framework) but calling one dimension "View" ties this top-level "meta-" characteristic into a lower level.

A view expressed at a particular meta-level projects down to lower meta-levels. Indeed, this is so common a mechanism for expressing views that we do it without being aware that we are doing it. For example, an SQL VIEW is defined on tables but applies to instances.

The meta-levels of views are typically specified as if they are distinct, while the instance levels of these views commonly overlap. For example, in a Zachman frame, a model (meta-level) in the "What" column will indicate the abstraction of an artifact and the "How" column, a process; but the actual (instance-level) process applies to the actual artifact.

On the other hand, a view projected up a meta-level is very rarely informative or even non-trivial. The upward view from any ER model yields the same meta-ER model, as noted above.

7. Towards a solution

The problems with meta-ness are human problems. These problems occur in the way we conceptualize and describe. Thus any solutions must address the human thought patterns. The first step is to spread awareness and understanding of the issues relating to meta-confusions. We hope that the analysis we have done above contributes directly to this awareness and
understanding. The single most important factor is simple the warning: *Watch out for "meta-" issues.* This appears deficient in specificity, but that it is in fact its greatest value. As we have seen, the meta-monster is a chimera, able to assume different forms. Warning "watch out for the snakes" seems insufficient when someone is subsequently stung by a scorpion.

Perhaps the hardest thing is systems analysis is extracting what the users need from what the users say. Often this is because users freely wander across the "meta-" boundary. Thus care with "meta-" issues can help.

A more powerful tool is found in standards. Standards can and should enunciate general warnings, but having standards writers heed these warnings is much more effective. Several general notions must be manifested in the standards, including:

- To create coherent models, the "meta-ness" of model content must be consistent for all scales of elaboration.
- The usefulness of models to describe collections of systems is relative to coherence across scales of elaboration.
- Standards target different extents of elaboration, with architecture standards focusing on the modeling domain as much as the application domains.
- The higher the meta-level of a standard, the more attention that standard should pay concerning meta-ness issues.

For example, the "Genericity" dimension of ISO 15704 reflects a meta-model characteristic, in that a Generic, Partial, or Particular view (that is, a slice through the model space along one coordinate of the "Genericity" dimension) is a complete and coherent framework (in the Zachman sense) with a degree of specificity appropriate to that coordinate. A slice along a coordinate of another dimension, say the Information View within the Model View dimension, does not produce a framework but merely a collection of artifacts with comparable content but differing in specificity. Therefore, a Model View view exhibits internals of a framework or set of frameworks. ISO 19440, which presents a Generic model, reflects a solution to this problem.

A model, once in operation, is fixed and its "metas" are irrelevant to that operation. Thus the Operation Phase of ISO 19439 contains no Generic or Partial models. But when standards dictate that "metas" must be considered, changes are required to be made at the design level rather than "on-the-fly".

In January 2008, the ISO TC184/SC5/WG1 participated in the 2008 workshop of the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) with the objective of gathering input for standards revisions. The draft report resulting from this workshop includes statements such as "We must distinguish the life-cycle through which the architecting happens from the life-cycle of the architected system; standards need to address both." The requested distinction is one of "metas".

---

1 As this paper goes to press, the INCOSE report is still in draft form.
Standards all have multiple facets of meta-ness. Naturally standards are "meta-" with respect to their target domain. Some standards, like ISO 10303 and ISO 15745, produce an initial meta-model and then provide a mechanism for further customizing meta-models for specific sub-domains. This mechanism is then "meta-" with respect to the other meta-models. We note an emerging trend in such standards toward an XML expression of the particular models that may reduce the effort required to implement the standard by allowing an XML meta-model engine to directly implement compliance in the product. Finally, standards often specify compliance mechanisms which are "meta-" to other aspects of the model. This complexity suggests the need for a thorough "meta-meta" analysis.
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